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1. Introduction
In this note, we consider the boundedness of the Fourier multiplier operator eijDj on










In the case  = 2, u(t; x) = eitjDj2u0(x) is the formal solution to the Schrodinger equation8<:i
@u
@t
(t; x) = xu(t; x) (t > 0; x 2 Rn);
u(0; x) = u0(x) (x 2 Rn):
Modulation spaces Mp;qs were introduced by Feichtinger [3, 4] (see also Grochenig [5]).
We recall the denition of modulation spaces. Let 0 < p; q  1, s 2 R, and let  2 S(Rn)
be such that
(1.1) supp  [ 1; 1]n and
X
k2Zn
 (   k) = 1 for all  2 Rn:




(1 + jkj)sqk (D   k)fkqLp
!1=q
<1;
where  (D   k)f = F 1[ (   k) bf ]. If s = 0, we simply write Mp;q(Rn) instead of
Mp;q0 (Rn). We remark that M
2;2
s coincides with the Sobolev space W s;2.
It is known that eijDj2 is bounded on Lp if and only if p = 2 (Hormander [7]). However,
eijDj2 is bounded onMp;q(Rn) for all 1  p; q  1 (see Grochenig-Heil [6], Toft [10], Wang-
Zhao-Guo [11], Benyi-Grochenig-Okoudjou-Rogers [1]). This is one of dierences between
Lp-spaces and modulation spaces. Benyi-Grochenig-Okoudjou-Rogers ([1]) proved that if
0    2 then eijDj is bounded on Mp;q(Rn) for all 1  p; q  1. Furthermore, in the
case  > 2, Miyachi-Nicola-Rivetti-Tabacco-Tomita [9] showed that, for 1  p; q  1 and
s 2 R, eijDj is bounded from Mp;qs (Rn) to Mp;q(Rn) if and only if s  (  2)nj1=p  1=2j
(see [9] for more general results). In particular, this says that if  > 2 and p 6= 2 then
eijDj is not bounded on modulation spaces Mp;q.
The purpose of this note is to consider the case 0 < p < 1, and our main result is the
following:
Theorem 1.1. Let 0 < p < 1, 0 < q  1,  > n(1=p   1) and s 2 R. Then eijDj is
bounded from Mp;qs (Rn) to Mp;q(Rn) if and only if s  maxf0;   2gn(1=p  1=2).
We remark that Benyi-Okoudjou [2] considered the cases 0    2, 1  p  1 and
0 < q  1, and  2 f1; 2g, n=(n + 1) < p  1 and 0 < q  1. In Remark 3.5, we also
treat the case   0, 1  p  1 and 0 < q  1.
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We end this section by explaining the organization of this note. In Section 2, we give
the relation between Lp-boundedness and Mp;q-boundedness. In Section 3, we give the
proof of Theorem 1.1.
2. Relation between Lp-boundedness and Mp;q-boundedness
Let S(Rn) and S 0(Rn) be the Schwartz spaces of all rapidly decreasing smooth functions
and tempered distributions, respectively. We dene the Fourier transform Ff and the
inverse Fourier transform F 1f of f 2 S(Rn) by
Ff() = bf() = Z
Rn





For m 2 S 0(Rn), we dene the Fourier multiplier operator m(D) by
m(D)f = F 1[m bf ] = [F 1m]  f for all f 2 S(Rn):
To avoid the fact that S(Rn) is not dense in Mp;qs (Rn) if p = 1 or q = 1, we use
the following denition of the boundedness of Fourier multiplier operators on modulation
spaces: We say thatm(D) is bounded fromMp;qs (Rn) toMp;q(Rn) if there exists a constant
C > 0 such that km(D)fkMp;q  CkfkMp;qs for all f 2 S(Rn), and set
km(D)kL(Mp;qs ;Mp;q) = supfkm(D)fkMp;q j f 2 S(Rn); kfkMp;qs = 1g:
Similarly, we set
km(D)kL(Lp;Lq) = supfkm(D)fkLq j f 2 S(Rn); kfkLp = 1g;
and simply write km(D)kL(Lp) = km(D)kL(Lp;Lp) if p = q.
The notation A  B stands for C 1A  B  CA for some positive constant C indepen-
dent of A and B. For 1  p  1, p0 is the conjugate exponent of p (that is, 1=p+1=p0 = 1).
Throughout the rest of this note,  2 S(Rn) is the same as in (1.1).
Lemma 2.1 ([8, Lemma 2.6]). Let 0 < p < 1, and let   be a compact subset of Rn. Then
there exists a constant C > 0 such that
kf  gkLp  kfkLpkgkLp
for all f; g 2 Lp(Rn) with supp bf  +  and supp bg  0+ , where C > 0 is independent
of ; 0 2 Rn.
The following is on the relation between Lp-boundedness and Mp;q-boundedness which
is a slight modication of [9, Lemma 2.2]:
Lemma 2.2. Let 0 < p; q  1, s 2 R and m 2 S 0(Rn). Then m(D) is bounded from
Mp;qs (Rn) to Mp;q(Rn) if and only if there exists a constant C > 0 such that
(2.1) k (D   k)m(D)fkLp  C(1 + jkj)sk (D   k)fkLp
for all k 2 Zn and f 2 S(Rn).









(1 + jkj)sqk (D   k)fkqLp
!1=q
= CkfkMp;qs
for all f 2 S, and we obtain the boundedness of m(D) from Mp;qs to Mp;q.
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We next assume that 0 < p < 1 and m(D) is bounded from Mp;qs to Mp;q. Let ' 2 S
be such that ' = 1 on supp , supp'  [ 2; 2]n and jPk2Zn '(   k)j  C > 0 for
all  2 Rn. Note that kfkMp;qs 
 P
k2Zn(1 + jkj)sqk'(D   k)fkqLp
1=q
. Since  = ' ,
supp (   (k+ `))  (k+ `) + [ 1; 1]n and supp (   k) bf  k+ [ 1; 1]n for all k; ` 2 Zn,
we have by Lemma 2.1 and the boundedness of m(D) from Mp;qs to Mp;q




k'(D   `)(m(D) (D   k)f)kqLp
!1=q









(1 + jk + `j)sqkF 1[ (   (k + `))]kqLpk (D   k)fkqLp
1A1=q
 C(1 + jkj)skm(D)kL(Mp;qs ;Mp;q)kF 1 kLpk (D   k)fkLp
for all k 2 Zn and f 2 S, where we have used (1 + jk + `j)s  (1 + jkj)s(1 + j`j)jsj.
Hence, we obtain (2.1) with 0 < p < 1. For 1  p  1, by using Young's inequality
(kf  gkLp  kfkL1kgkLp) instead of Lemma 2.1, we can prove (2.1) in the same way. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
The proof of the following lemma is based on that of [9, Lemma 3.1]:
Lemma 3.1. Let 0 < p < 1, N = [n(1=p 1=2)]+1 and  > n(1=p 1), where [n(1=p 1=2)]
stands for the largest integer  n(1=p 1=2). If m is a CN (Rnnf0g)-function with compact
support satisfying
j@m()j  Cjj jj for all  6= 0 and jj  N;
then F 1m 2 Lp(Rn).
Proof. Assume that suppm  fjj  2j0g, where j0 2 Z. Let ' 2 S be such that
supp'  f1=2  jj  2g and Pj2Z '(=2j) = 1 for all  6= 0. Since supp'(=2j) 









where mj() = '()m(2








Let r be the conjugate exponent of 2=p, and set N = [n=(pr)] + 1. Then N = [n(1=p  
1=2)] + 1. By Holder's inequality and Plancherel's theorem,
kF 1mjkLp = k(1 + jj) N (1 + jj)NF 1mjkLp





for all j 2 Z, where we have used the fact prN > n. Since supp'  f2 1  jj  2g, we











C1;2 j(@1')()j 2jj2j(C2 j2jj j2j)  C2j
(3.3)
















The proof is complete. 
For  > 0 and k 2 Zn, we set
(3.4) () = jj and ;k() = ( + k)  (k)  (r)(k)  :
Lemma 3.2. Let 0 < p < 1 and  > n(1=p  1). Then there exists a constant C > 0 such
that
k (D   k)ei(D)fkLp  Ck (D   k)fkLp
for all jkj < 4pn and f 2 S(Rn).
Proof. Let  be a Schwartz function with compact support. Then
j@ [()(ei()   1)]j  Cjj jj
for all  6= 0 and . Hence, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that
F 1[ ei ] = F 1[(ei   1)] + F 1 2 Lp:
Take ' 2 S such that supp' is compact and ' = 1 on supp . Then, by Lemma 2.1
and the rst part of this proof with  = '(   k), for jkj < 4pn,
k (D   k)ei(D)fkLp = k'(D   k)ei(D) (D   k)fkLp
 CkF 1['(   k)ei ]kLpk (D   k)fkLp
 Ck (D   k)fkLp
(3.5)
for all f 2 S. This completes the proof. 
Lemma 3.3. Let 0 < p < 1. Then there exists a constant C > 0 such that
k (D   k)ei(D)fkLp  Cjkjmaxf0; 2gn(1=p 1=2)k (D   k)fkLp
for all jkj  4pn and f 2 S(Rn).
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Proof. Throughout this proof, we assume that jkj  4pn and f 2 S. Let ' 2 S be such
that supp'  [ 2; 2]n and ' = 1 on supp . Then, by Lemma 2.1,
k (D   k)ei(D)fkLp = k'(D   k)ei(D) (D   k)fkLp
= k(F 1['(   k) ei ])   (D   k)fkLp
 CkF 1['(   k) ei ]kLpk (D   k)fkLp
= CkF 1['ei(+k)]kLpk (D   k)fkLp :
(3.6)
Let us estimate kF 1['ei(+k)]kLp . Since
F 1['ei(+k)](x) = ei(k)F 1['ei;k ](x+ (r)(k));
where ;k is dened by (3.4), we see that
(3.7) kF 1['ei(+k)]kLp = kF 1['ei;k ]kLp :
By Taylor's formula,







(1  t) (@)(k + t) dt:






















jk + tj jj j2j dt  Cjkj 2


















k@'kL1(C1 jkj 2) : : : (CN jkj 2)
 C jkjmaxf0; 2gjj:
Then, setting ';k() = '() e
i;k(), we have
(3.9) j@ [';k(=jkjmaxf0; 2g)]j  C[ 2jkjmaxf0; 2g;2jkjmaxf0; 2g]n()
for all multi-indices , where A denote the characteristic function of A. Therefore, by
(3.2), (3.6), (3.7) and (3.9),
k (D   k)ei(D)fkLp  CkF 1';kkLpk (D   k)fkLp





1A k (D   k)fkLp
5
 Cjkjmaxf0; 2gn(1=p 1=2)k (D   k)fkLp ;
where N = [n(1=p   1=2)] + 1 and C > 0 is independent of k satisfying jkj  4pn. The
proof is complete. 
Before proving Theorem 1.1, we give the following remark on the case 0    2:
Remark 3.4. Let 0    2 and 1  p  1. In this case, ei(D) is bounded from
Mp;qs (Rn) to Mp;q(Rn) only if s  0.





















k (   k) bfkL2q
)1=q
= kfkM2;q :
Hence, the boundedness of ei(D) fromM2;qs toM2;q implies the embeddingM
2;q
s ,!M2;q.
Therefore, ei(D) is bounded from M2;qs to M2;q only if s  0.
We next consider the case 1  p  1 and p 6= 2. Ifm(D) is bounded fromMp;qs toMp;q,
then m(D) is also bounded from Mp
0;q
s to Mp
0;q. This follows from the facts that m(D) is
bounded fromMp;qs toMp;q if and only if supk2Zn(1+jkj) sk (D k)m(D)kL(Lp) <1 ([9,
Lemma 2.2]) and k (D k)m(D)kL(Lp) = k (D k)m(D)kL(Lp0 ). Then, by interpolation,
if ei(D) is bounded from Mp;qs to Mp;q for some s < 0, then ei(D) is also bounded from
M2;qs to M2;q. Therefore, ei(D) is bounded from M
p;q
s to Mp;q only if s  0.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let 0 < p < 1, 0 < q  1,  > n(1=p  1) and s 2 R.
We rst assume that s  maxf0;   2gn(1=p  1=2). By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3,
k (D   k)ei(D)fkLp  C(1 + jkj)maxf0; 2gn(1=p 1=2)k (D   k)fkLp
 C(1 + jkj)sk (D   k)fkLp
for all k 2 Zn and f 2 S. Hence, by Lemma 2.2, we have the boundedness of ei(D) from
Mp;qs to Mp;q.
We next assume that ei(D) is bounded from Mp;qs to Mp;q. By Lemma 2.2, we may
assume q  1. We note that ei(D) is bounded onM2;q (see Remark 3.4). Hence, it follows
from interpolation with the boundedness on M2;q that, if s < maxf0;   2gn(1=p  1=2),
then ei(D) is bounded from M ep;qes to M ep;q, where 1 < ep < 2 and es < maxf0;   
2gn(1=ep   1=2). However, in the case 1 < ep < 2, ei(D) is bounded from M ep;qes to M ep;q
only if es  maxf0;   2gn(1=ep  1=2) (see Remark 3.4 and [9]). Therefore, s must satisfy
s  maxf0;   2gn(1=p  1=2). 
We end this note by giving the following remark on the case 1  p  1 and 0 < q < 1:
Remark 3.5. Let   0, 1  p  1 and s 2 R. Lemma 2.2 says that ei(D) is bounded
from Mp;qs (Rn) to Mp;q(Rn) for some 0 < q  1 if and only if ei(D) is bounded from
Mp;qs (Rn) to Mp;q(Rn) for all 0 < q  1. In particular, the boundedness of ei(D) from
Mp;qs (Rn) to Mp;q(Rn) with 0 < q < 1 is equivalent to that with 1  q  1. On the other
6
hand, by [1, 9] and Remark 3.4, ei(D) is bounded fromMp;qs (Rn) toMp;q(Rn) if and only
if s  maxf0;    2gnj1=p   1=2j, where 1  q  1. Combining these facts, we see that
ei(D) is bounded fromMp;qs (Rn) toMp;q(Rn) if and only if s  maxf0;  2gnj1=p 1=2j,
where 0 < q < 1.
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